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Welcome to Month 11!

What are we creating?

See how steady your hands are!

Introducing this month’s build: Handheld balance game!

With this project, you will learn how to make a game using an accelerometer to measure 

rotation. Keep the breadboard as steady as possible to beat the game.

How do we make it?How do we make it?

In two steps:

1. Build the hardware: 

This month we will be using an analog accelerometer to measure the rotation of the 

breadboard. We’ll use an LED matrix to show this rotation.

2. Programming it: 

The program will use the analog input to calculate the cursor position which is displayed on The program will use the analog input to calculate the cursor position which is displayed on 

the LED matrix. By holding the cursor over the goal LED, the game progresses.
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Part list

uno r3

2

x1

USB CABLE

x1

BreadBoard

x1

20cm Jumper Wires

x12

ADXL335 Accelerometer

x1

4 x 4 LED Matrix

x1



The accelerometer chip measures the direction of gravity. When the breadboard is 
laying flat, gravity will be pointing “down,” or in the Z axis. This means the voltage on 

the Z pin will be about 3.3 volts, which is the maximum reading. The X and Y pins will 

output a voltage that correlates to zero gravity. 

AAs the breadboard is rotated, the Z axis reads less and less gravity while the X or Y 
axis reads more. By reading the voltage on the X and Y pins, we can estimate what 

orientation the breadboard is in. This will then be mapped to the LED matrix and 

output as a colored pixel.

Accelerometer
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The game works by reading the x and y accelerometer values and converting those 
to x and y coordinates. The coordinates are displayed on the LED Matrix as a green 

pixel. There is also a randomly chosen “goal” coordinate, which lights up blue. When 

the coordinates of the accelerometer and goal line up for enough time, the goal is 

won and a new goal location is chosen. 

TTo determine the coordinates, we will need to write a function that reads the analog 
reading from the accelerometer and returns a coordinate value. Let’s say that the 

reading for both the X and Y axes while the breadboard is laying flat is 500. Let’s 

make a variable called bucket, and we’ll assign it a value of 25 for now. This will be 

the size of the range of values which correlate to each coordinate. We can break up 

the LED panel into these “buckets” as shown:

UUsing some simple math, we can figure out the coordinate which corresponds to 
the accelerometer axis. This is shown in the getCursorIndex function.

Coordinate System
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The individual LEDs of the addressable LED matrix snake around as follows:

This is an issue, because the coordinate system shown previously doesn't line up 
with these LED coordinates. We'll need to create a function that maps the 

accelerometer coordinates to the correct LED coordinates. This is the function 

setNthLED.

LED Matrix
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The Uno R3 measures the analog pins from 0 to 5 volts. However, the accelerometer 
outputs a maximum voltage of 3.3 volts. By wiring the AREF pin to 3.3 volts and using 

analogReference(EXTERNAL); in the code, we can wire the Uno R3 so that it uses 3.3 

volts instead to get a more accurate result.

Analog Reference
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Connect the hardware as shown: 

Hardware
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PROGRAM

#include <Adafruit_NeoPixel.h>

Adafruit_NeoPixel strip = Adafruit_NeoPixel(16, 6, NEO_GRB + 

NEO_KHZ800);

int initX, initY, goalIndex, cursorIndex;

unsigned long goalStartTime; //Used to figure out how long the 

cursor has been at the goal

#define#define bucket 25 //Range in accelerometer that coorelates to 

each coordinate value

void setup()

{

  strip.begin();

  strip.show(); //Start up the LED panel

  

    analogReference(EXTERNAL); //Uses 3.3 volts as the maximum 

analog reading value

  

  pinMode(A0, INPUT); //X axis

  pinMode(A1, INPUT); //Y axis

  pinMode(A2, INPUT); //Used to pick random number
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PROGRAM

 initX = analogRead(A0); //Initial reading 

(while breadboard is flat)

  initY = analogRead(A1); //Initial reading (while breadboard 

is flat)

  randomSeed(analogRead(A2)); //Pick a seed for the random 

number generator

  goalIndex =   goalIndex = random(15); //Randomly pick a starting place

  goalStartTime = millis(); //Sets the elaped time in the goal 

to 0

}

void setNthPixel(int pixel, uint32_t color) //Maps the 

"snaking" LED matrix to the coordinate array

{

    if(pixel <= 3)

    strip.setPixelColor(pixel, color);

  else if(pixel <= 7)

    strip.setPixelColor(11-pixel, color); //Flips LEDs 4, 5, 

6, 7 to be 7, 6, 5, 4

  else if(pixel <= 11)

    strip.setPixelColor(pixel, color);

    else if(pixel <= 15)

    strip.setPixelColor(27-pixel, color); //Flips LEDs 12, 13, 

14, 15 to be 15, 14, 13, 12

}
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PROGRAM

int getCursorIndex()

{  

  int x, y, xOffset, yOffset;

  xOffset = initX - 2 * bucket;

  yOffset = initY - 2 * bucket;

  x = (analogRead(A0) - xOffset)/bucket;

  y = (  y = (analogRead(A1) - yOffset)/bucket;

  if(x < 0 || x > 3 || y < 0 || y > 3) //If the coordinate is 

off the LED matrix, we'll set the value to -1

    return -1;

  else

    return x*4+y; //Converts the X, Y coordinates into one 

number that correlates to the LED matrix

}}

void loop()

{

  cursorIndex = getCursorIndex();

  for(int i = 0; i < 16; i++)
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PROGRAM

  {

    strip.setPixelColor(i, strip.Color(0, 0, 0)); //Clears the 

LED panel

  }

  setNthPixel(goalIndex, strip.Color(0, 0, 20)); //Show the 

goal LED

    

  if(cursorIndex != -1)

    setNthPixel(cursorIndex, strip.Color(0, 20, 0)); //Show 

the cursor LED

  if(cursorIndex == goalIndex)

    setNthPixel(cursorIndex, strip.Color(0, 10, 10)); //If the 

goal and cursor line up, show a combined color

    else

    goalStartTime = millis(); //Reset the elapsed time

  

  if(millis() - goalStartTime >= 1500) //If the goal has been 

selected for 1.5 seconds

  {

    goalIndex = random(15); //Select a new goal

    goalStartTime =     goalStartTime = millis(); //Reset the elapsed time

  }

strip.show();

}
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Before plugging in your Uno R3, lay the breadboard on a flat surface. When you plug 
it in, make sure to keep it as still as possible for about a second. Once the initial 

accelerometer values have been recorded and the LED panel turns on, you can start 

playing! 

Pick up the breadboard and tilt it until the green cursor LED lines up with the blue 
goal LED. You need to keep this still for 1.5 seconds for the goal to be achieved and a 

new goal to be selected.

what you should see
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Keep track of how many goals have been scored and how long the user has been 
playing. Output this data to the serial monitor.

Monthly Challenge
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Solve these problems and write the answers below.

Exercises
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1.) Increase the game’s difficulty by making the bucket variable smaller. What would happen by making it 
bigger instead?
Answer:
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2.) Make the time required to score the goal change. Start with a small time and have it increase as the 
game progresses.
Answer:

3.) Instead of keeping the cursor LED a solid color, have it cycle through the colors of the rainbow.
Answer:



Here’s a sneak peek at next month’s 
project!

Can you guess what it does?

Sneak peek
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